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Knudsen self- and Fickian diffusion in rough nanoporous media
Kourosh Malek and Marc-Olivier Coppensa)
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Delft University of Technology, Julianalaan 136, 2628 BL Delft, The Netherlands

~Received 20 February 2003; accepted 30 April 2003!

The effect of pore surface roughness on Knudsen diffusion in nanoporous media is investigated by
dynamic Monte Carlo simulations and analytical calculations. A conceptual difference is found
between the roughness dependence of the macroscopic, transport diffusivity and the microscopic,
self-diffusivity, which is reminiscent of diffusion in zeolites, where a similar difference arises due
to adsorption effects and intermolecular interactions. Because of the dependence of the
self-diffusivity on molecular residence times, self-diffusion may be roughness dependent, while
transport diffusion is not. Detailed proofs are given. The differences become significant when the
pore surface is rough down to molecular scales, as is the case, e.g., for many common sol–gel
materials. Simulations are in good agreement with analytical calculations for several tested rough,
fractal pore structures. These results are important for the interpretation of experimental diffusion
measurements and for the study of diffusion-reaction processes in nanoporous catalysts with a rough
internal surface. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1584652#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physics of diffusion in disordered media has
tracted a lot of attention, due to its significance in ma
technological areas such as catalysis, electrochemistry,
separations.1–5 One of the main challenges in modeling he
erogeneous catalytic processes is the realistic represent
of the texture of the porous catalyst.3,5,6 The most frequently
used modelling approach is to consider the catalyst par
as a pseudo-homogeneous system where the diffusion o
actants and products is described by effective diffus
coefficients.7 Such continuum models may serve as an
proximation for some monodisperse catalysts or catal
with well connected pores,8 but more realistic network mod
els are generally preferred. When continuum models or
allel pore models are used, different effective diffusiviti
may be obtained by various experimental and opera
methods, because the detailed catalyst geometry influe
the results.9

In a heterogeneously catalysed reaction, molecules
fuse through the pore network, collide with the pore wa
and react on active sites on these walls. The topology of
pore network and the morphology of the pores affect
molecular movements and the accessibility of the ac
sites. Hence, the diffusivities of the components and, the
fore, the conversion and product distributions of the re
tions as well as the rate of catalyst deactivation may dep
on the catalyst geometry.10–12 In recent years, much effor
has been devoted to the study of diffusion in disorde
networks.3,5 The effect of networktopology, and in particular
pore interconnectivity, can be accounted for by using me
ods from statistical physics, such as percolation the
renormalization group theory and Monte Carlo simu
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tion.3,13 Such studies were also performed to study visco
flow in sandstones and other porous rocks, where both to
logical and morphological effects are known to influence
permeability.13 Pores are usually represented as straight
lindrical channels in order to considerably simplify the sim
lation procedures.8–10 More complicated shapes have be
considered to test the effect of the pore shape on diffusio14

Others have attempted to represent the complex catalyst
phology by randomly superposing solid spheres15 or by sub-
tracting spheres and cylinders from a solid matrix16 with dif-
fusion in the remaining pore space studied by a Monte Ca
method. The effects of detailed pore shape and surfacemor-
phologyare usually ignored, either because of problems
modeling them realistically,17 or because their influence i
assumed to be negligible.

In many applications involving gases in mesoporous m
terials, which are materials with most pore sizes betwee
and 50 nm, Knudsen diffusion is the predominant transp
mechanism. Knudsen diffusion is a result of collisions of g
molecules with the pore walls, rather than intramolecu
collisions ~Brownian motion!, so that the effect of the wal
roughness should be investigated.18 There is experimenta
evidence for the fractal roughness of the internal surface
many amorphous catalysts over a finite scaling range
includes the size of typical diffusing molecules.19,20 The ir-
regular catalyst morphology and its influence on diffusi
and reaction can therefore be modeled in a realistic way
ing fractal geometry. Fractal pore models therefore can
used to study the effect of surface roughness on Knud
diffusion. Smoluchowski already showed in 1910 that po
shape in general has an effect on Knudsen diffusion.21 An
analytical formula was derived for fractal pores by Coppe
and Froment22,23 indeed predicting a considerable effect
surface roughness on the Knudsen diffusivity. Howev
Santra and Sapoval24 performed simulations that showed n
such effect. Experimental evidence seems contradictory
il:
1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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well.25 Recently reported experimental results by Ge
et al.26 show that the apparent tortuosity factor in the Knu
sen regime may be significantly larger than that in the b
regime for one and the same porous medium. The obse
difference between the tortuosity factors in the bulk a
Knudsen regimes may have its origin in the different infl
ence of the geometrical details,i.c., roughness, of the inter
crystalline pore surface on diffusion.

To resolve this apparent disagreement, we recently
formed dynamic Monte Carlo simulations of Knudsen diff
sion in two- and three-dimensional fractally rough pores27

These simulations showed that the origin of the discrepa
might lie in an up to now neglected difference between s
~or tracer! and transport~or collective! diffusivities in rough
mesopores, with results for the self-diffusivity that are
agreement with earlier analytical predictions.27–29

The difference between the parametric dependence
self- and transport diffusivities is well recognized for ze
lites, where self- and transport diffusion depend in a differ
way on molecular concentration, because molecules inte
with each other. In the Knudsen regime, however, molecu
move independently of each other so that a similar diff
ence, now as a function of roughness, seems less obviou
this paper, we present detailed analytical models and ca
lations, supported by dynamic Monte Carlo simulatio
showing that the self-diffusivity has the predicted roughn
dependence, while the transport diffusivity is roughness
dependent, at least when the molecules only interact with
walls upon collision. Because of the qualitative generality
the derivations, results are independent of the details of
roughness model, and also hold for non-fractal geometric
heterogeneous systems. The fractal pore model, however
ables us to compare analytical results with dynamic Mo
Carlo simulations.

II. ROUGHNESS DEPENDENCE
OF KNUDSEN DIFFUSIVITY

Gas molecules move through a channel in a porous so
In the Knudsen diffusion regime, the molecules do not int
act with one another, so that they move in straight lines
tween points on the pore channel surface. Upon collis
with the surface, a molecule adsorbs for a brief time. T
direction of a molecule again leaving the surface is indep
dent of the direction of incidence and follows Lambert’s c
sine law, similar to diffuse light scattering. Surface roug
ness is sometimes quoted as the reason for this co
distribution law, but it has been shown already more than
years ago that it is fundamental in nature and can be
tracted from the principle of microscopic reversibility an
the second law of thermodynamics.22,30The time of physical
adsorption on the surface is neglected with respect to
time of flight, although its effect may be easily included29

Statistical methods, e.g., finite-passage time methods, ca
used to find the roughness dependence of the Knudsen
fusivity, accounting for the molecular accessibility distrib
tion over the pore surface. Using such a model, diffusion
be simulated in a general porous medium with a fractal
ternal surface. However, since we focus on surface morp
logical effects only, and in order to avoid the topologic
oaded 10 Sep 2010 to 131.180.130.114. Redistribution subject to AIP licen
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effect of pore networks, we will consider a single pore. T
results remain valid for pore networks as well, if morpholo
and topology are uncorrelated.22,23,31Note also that percola
tion effects only come about in situations where the conn
tivity is low, the molecules large, the pore size distributi
very wide, or blocking occurs.3,8

A. Knudsen self-diffusion

Self-diffusivity is a measure of the translational mobili
of individual molecules. Under conditions of thermodynam
equilibrium, a molecule is tagged and its trajectory follow
over a long time. If the motion is diffusive, and in a mediu
without long-range correlations, the squared displacemen
the molecule from its original position will eventually grow
linearly with time~Einstein’s equation!. To reduce statistica
errors in simulations, the self-diffusivity,Ds , of a speciesi is
defined from ensemble averaging Einstein’s equation ov
large enough number of molecules,N:

Ds5S 1

6ND (
k51

N

lim
t→`

1

t
^urWk~ t !2rWk~0!u2&, ~1!

whererWk(t) is the position of thekth molecule of speciesi at
time t. Only one species is considered, since species diff
independently of each other in the Knudsen diffusion regim
so the indexi will generally be dropped in the notations. Th
self-diffusivity is easily shown to be equivalent to thetracer
diffusivity.32,33 Its observation necessitates some labeling
the molecules involved. In usual experimental measurem
of the self-diffusivity, a tracer technique is used, where
fraction of the diffusing species is distinguished from t
remaining molecules, e.g., by the use of isotopes, with
affecting their mobility.

Using a finite passage time calculation, a practical a
simple expression for the roughness dependence of Knu
self-diffusion in a porous medium with a fractal internal su
face has been derived. Only the main results will be summ
rized here, as a general derivation of this analytical form
both in 2D and 3D can be found in Refs. 22 and 28.

A general pore with a fractal surface can be menta
constructed by a fractal perturbation on top of a pore wit
smooth surface. In 2D, the surface reduces to two fra
lines. Along the pore, there are a large number of fjords w
a hyperbolic~power law! size distribution within the fracta
range, @dmin

s ,dmax
s # ~Fig. 1!. As a result of the finite inner

cutoff dmin
s , there is a finite probability, (dmin

s /dmax
s )22Dc, for a

molecule not to enter any 3D fjord, but just hit a segment
unperturbed pore wall.Dc is the fractal dimension of the
cross-section of the fractal surface with the smooth unp
turbed surface. In order to estimate geometric diffusiv
changes with roughness, the effects of all surface specifi
tions should be considered, yet these can be collected
two parameters, namely: The fractal dimension of the s
face,Dads, and the return probability,p0 , which is the prob-
ability for a molecule to leave a fjord, once it is in it.22 The
above model can account for the non-uniform accessibi
leading to the following expression for the Knudse
self-diffusivity:22,28
se or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Ds

Ds
0 5

1

11a@12~d8!b#
, ~2!

in which Ds
0 is the Knudsen self-diffusivity in the unper

turbed medium with the same overall topology and pore v
ume as the real porous medium, but a Euclidean smo
surface, andd85d/dmax

S is the normalized effective diamete
of a molecule of sized. In 2D and 3D, the parametersa and
b can be analytically calculated fromDads and p0 .22 For
smaller molecules or a larger outer cutoff~small d8) the
reduction in Knudsen self-diffusivity is stronger, because
the restrictions imposed on the molecular movement.

Since the above procedure is based on a perturbatio
smooth pore walls, the effect of a possible increase in p
volume resulting from the fractal perturbation in a se
similar fractal pore, as compared to the unperturbed p
space, must be accounted for. Assume a 3D Koch pore
average diameterd̄ and a regular polygonal cross sectio
with Q edges, i.e., for a square cross sectionQ54, and for
an octagonal cross sectionQ58. Also assume thatMC is the
number of cubes located on top of any of theNS surface
segments of the generator in any iteration step,n, and that
the edge of a cube of the generator is reduced by a facto
1/l after each generation. The general equation for the
crease in enclosed pore volume,Vn , upon constructing a
fractal 3D Koch pore from a smooth pore, with enclos
volumeV0 , is:28

Vn5V0H 11MC3
Q

~l32NS!
3S dmax

s

d̄
D 2F12S NS

l3 D nG J .

~3!

In calculations for 3D pores with a deterministic fractal su
face, Knudsen diffusivity should be corrected for pore v
ume changes upon perturbing the pore space, by using
equation. For the statistically self-similar pore walls cons
ered in the Monte Carlo simulations in Sec. III, the avera
volume or area change is zero by construction.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of an unperturbed~a! and a perturbed~b!
surface.
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B. Knudsen Fickian „transport … diffusion

Fickian diffusivity Dt is defined as proportionality con
stant between the macroscopic fluxJ and the negative of the
concentration gradient¹W C:

J52Dt¹W C. ~4!

Most practical applications of molecular transport in n
noporous materials occur under nonequilibrium conditio
in which a macroscopic concentration or chemical poten
gradient is present. The transport or collective diffusion c
efficient Dt accounts for the collective motion of particle
under the influence of a concentration gradient, as oppo
to the self- or tracer diffusion coefficientDs , which quanti-
fies the individual microscopic motion of the molecule
There is a whole class of macroscopic experiments availa
that probe the transport diffusivity, such as uptake r
measurements,34 permeation rate measurements,35 and fre-
quency response analyses.36 Just very recently, two micro-
scopic techniques have become available that measure
tracrystalline transport diffusion.37,38 Up to now, only few
simulation techniques have been developed for diffusion
der conditions where the system is not in thermodynam
equilibrium.39 The nonequilibrium simulation techniques a
try to mimic an experimental technique: Either a relaxati
experiment~where an initial chemical potential gradient
allowed to relax!, or a steady state experiment~where the
gradient is kept constant by an external force field!. Both
methods probe the same property, i.e., the transport diffu
coefficient. This is in contrast to the self-diffusion coef
cient, which is typically evaluated at thermodynamic equil
rium, either in experiments as the~equivalent! tracer diffu-
sion coefficient in a PFG–NMR measurement or
simulations by calculating the mean-square displacemen
tracer particles in a system without gradients. To our kno
edge, the roughness dependence of transport diffusion in
Knudsen regime has not been theoretically investigated. V
recent grand canonical molecular dynamics simulatio
~GCMDS! of diffusion in a single pore and simulations o
transport in a packed-bed column with mesoporous parti
show that transport diffusion is hardly influenced by po
structure and pore roughness.40,41 In this section, we derive
an explanation of this experimental finding, which corrob
rates our earlier theoretical predictions.27 We also refer to the
analysis of the simulation method that is used further on
this paper for evaluating the transport diffusivity.

Let us first look at the schematic pore diagram in Fig.
In this illustration, any type of perturbation, whether it com
from geometrical irregularity~e.g., a pore with rough fracta
walls in mesoporous materials! or chemical inhomogeneity
~e.g., adsorption sites in crystalline microporous zeolites! is
represented as atrapping zone. During diffusion, a molecule
may enter a trap~collide with the walls of a fjord or adsorb
on a lattice site!, stay there for a while, and then leave th
trap. In the following discussion, we describe the effect
these geometrical or chemical traps on the transport diffu
ity. This representation refers to a system in the presenc
trapping barriers~since the framework is inert, there is n
energetic barrier!. Molecules enter the pore from a reservo
se or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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~concentrationC0) on the left-hand side (A) and leave the
pore either on the same side (A) or on the other side (C),
where there is a vacuum~zero concentration!. There is a
so-calledentrance effectfor transport diffusion, meaning tha
not all molecules entering the left-hand side (A) of the pore
should be considered, but only those crossing a certain cr
sectionB inside the pore, to allow them to equilibrate. Wh
molecules leave the pore again through the entranceA, be-
fore ever reachingB, they are out of consideration, also
the simulations discussed in Sec. III. We now argue and
prove that the probability for a molecule to leave the rig
hand side (C) once it has crossedB is independent of rough
ness.

Let us refer to the situation described earlier for
smooth~unperturbed! and perturbed pore wall. In both cas
transport diffusivity is defined on the basis of the fraction
molecules leaving the pore through the opposite side, sa
the positivez direction. This fraction is the transmission c
efficient f t . There are many results, starting with Clausing
the 1930, which show that the transmission probability, e
in smooth pores, is a nonlinear function of pore length30

Changes in chemical potential in directions perpendicula
the pore axis are zero, because there can be no net tran
in such directions~second law of thermodynamics!. In the
steady state, this is the basis for the fact that transport d
sivity is the same for pores with a smooth and a rough s
face. For a better understanding of the problem, we look
fjord or ‘‘trap’’ and what can happen there during diffusio
of molecules in the Knudsen diffusion regime inside t
pore. First consider a smooth, unperturbed pore. Vectors
lated to the individual steps along the trajectory of a m
ecule can be projected on a Cartesian coordinate (z), where
the z axis coincides with the pore axis:

lWz, j5projzW~ lW j ! ~5!

in which lW j is the step vector between collision pointsj 21
and j . Assume that afterM collisions with the wall, the
molecule leaves the pore of lengthL2Leq (Leq is equal to
the AB equilibrium distance or entrance zone in Fig. 2!.
Then, forN molecules entering the pore during a timet, the
transmission factor can be expressed as

f t5
(n51

N u( j 51
M (n)projzW~ lW j !u

N•~L2Leq!
5

(n51
N uprojzW( j 51

M (n)~ lW j !u
N•~L2Leq!

~6!

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the cross section of a pore with pertur
walls; any type of perturbation is represented as a trapping zone.
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since the innermost sum has a length of either 0 orL
2Leq, and the vectors are collinear. Now, consider a p
with a rough surface. Diffusion in that pore is similar
diffusion in a smooth pore with traps, in which a molecu
jumps along the unperturbed surface instead of collid
with the walls within a circle of diameteru, corresponding to
the inlet diameter of a fjord or indentations~Fig. 3!. If «W j is
the imaginary jumping vector along the unperturbed surfa
the transmission probability is given by

f t5
(n51

N uprojzW( j 51
M (n)~ lW j1«W j !u

N•~L2Leq!
. ~7!

For a large number of molecules with collisions in a lo
enough pore, Eq. ~7! converges to Eq. ~6!, i.e.,
(n51

N uprojzW( j 51
M (n)«W j u→0, because of the principle of micro

scopic reversibility, i.e., for each step there is one statistic
equiprobable step in the opposite direction. This holds
any situation where the interstep correlations in the traject
are finite, as is the case for a long rough pore or a lat
representative of a pure Si zeolite. The pore has to be l
enough for the sums to converge: Consider the diffusion
molecules in a long cylindrical channel with traps~Fig. 2!.
When the molecules enter the pore via sideA, they can get
trapped and stay in each trap for a period of time. Molecu
can leave the pore again via the inletA, or leave it through
the other sideC. However, there should be enough tra
along the trajectory for the trajectory steps to be uncorrela
and the transmission probability to become independen
trapping. This means that only molecules that pass a cr
sectionB should be considered to avoid entrance effects t
can affect transport diffusivity values. Past the equilibrati
length AB, the number of molecules that crossB and exit
throughC does not depend on the number and distribution
traps anymore. This is important in the calculation of tran
port diffusivity values from Monte Carlo simulations.

The above expressions also show that the transmis
probability @Eq. ~7!# and, therefore, the transport diffusivity
are merely a function of the way collision angles are distr
uted and possible correlations of the molecules with
walls or ‘‘traps.’’ Because for both smooth and rough por
the collision angle follows a cosine distribution, there is
effect of roughness on transport diffusivity under steady s
conditions.

dFIG. 3. Comparison of the real motion in the vicinity of the rough po
walls with the equivalent effective motion projected on to the unperturb
pore surface.
se or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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III. DYNAMIC MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

A. Methodology

Model fractal pores are generated in a similar way to
previous work.27–29,42A typical three-dimensional pore seg
ment is shown in Fig. 4. The pore surface consists of sta
tically self-similar Koch surfaces that are recursively gen
ated using an iterative construction algorithm, whi
repeatedly replaces square tiles by a reduced copy of
generator.43 Applying this generator in random direction
generates a random fractal pore, while a deterministic fra
pore is formed if the generator rule is always applied in
same direction. The variables are pore width, length,
number of generationsn ~or outer/inner cutoff!. The irregu-
larity or roughness factorj of a three-dimensional pore a
any generation is characterized by the ratio of the pore
face area of the rough pore to the pore surface area o
unperturbed smooth pore with the same average cr
sectional area. For example, for the 3D pore in Fig. 4j
5(13/9)n where n is the iteration number or order of th
applied fractal generator.28

Different fractal generators produce pore structures w
different values of the fractal dimension and return proba
ity p0 @Fig. 5~a!#. Pores constructed from these generat
have a different lacunarity.43 Lacunarity is a counterpart to
the fractal dimension and describes the texture of a fracta
is related to the size distribution of the holes. Roughly spe
ing, if a fractal has large gaps or holes, it has high lacunar
on the other hand, if a fractal is almost translationally inva
ant, it has low lacunarity. Different fractals can be co
structed that have the same dimension but look widely
ferent because they have different lacunarity. In order
understand the effect of the pore shape and make quantit
comparisons with experiments, the pore cross section c
also be changed, e.g., simulations could be performed
pores with a polygonal cross section that is closer to a cir
lar cross section@Fig. 5~b!#.

The simulation procedure of particle trajectories is
extension of the one used in our former studies.27–29 We
consider an orthonormal Cartesian coordinate system p
tioned in such a way that thez axis is parallel to the direction
of the pore axis, while thex axis is parallel to one of the
sides of the cross section. A test molecule is assigned a
dom initial position, either at the inlet~transport diffusion! or

FIG. 4. Segment of a 3D pore with square cross section and a ran
second-generation Koch surface for whichj5(13/9)2.
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in the middle of the pore~self-diffusion!. This molecule
moves for a distancel 1 in a random direction until it hits the
system boundary. If the impact position lies on the pore sur-
face, it is saved as the first collision point. The molecule is
assumed to undergo a diffuse reflection at this point, as ex
plained elsewhere.18,30 We take the same unit of time in all
our simulations, which is the time needed to cross a length
equivalent to one pore diameter. Assuming an independen
velocity distribution, for sufficiently long trajectories consist-
ing of subsequent movesl j , the time spent is directly pro-
portional to the distance. In this context, it is interesting to
mention that Smoluchowski showed the velocity distribution
to be different from the classical Maxwell distribution for
Knudsen diffusion.21 If the collision point lies on the inlet or
outlet boundary sides of the pore volume, the molecule
leaves the pore volume or may re-enter it through the oppo-
site end. In the latter case, the boundaries are virtual, since
periodic boundary conditions in thez direction are applied.
This allows saving computer memory for the representation
of long and complex pores.

The molecules in our computations are represented by

m,

FIG. 5. ~a! Generators of Koch surfaces with different return probability,
p0 . Dc is the fractal dimension of the cross section of the fractal surface
with the smooth, nonperturbed surface, which is a Sierpinski carpet in this
case~Ref. 28!. New pores with a high value ofD f can be constructed using
variations on such generators.~b! 3D fractal pore generator with octagonal
cross section.
se or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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point mass particles, so that the results are approximat
orderd;dmax

s /3n; molecules of size.d cannot see feature
smaller than;d. A hard sphere potential for the collisio
with the walls is assumed. Application of molecul
dynamics44,45 and grand canonical ensemble Monte Ca
simulations46 would allow for a more accurate analysis of th
collision and diffusion dynamics. Here, a purely mesosco
geometrical approach is presented, which allows us to fo
on effects induced exclusively by the pore geometry.

The self-diffusivity,Ds , is obtained from Einstein’s re
lation, Eq. ~1!, after calculating the end-to-end square d
placement and the total trajectory length in an infinitely e
tended pore following a large number of collisions, a
ensemble averaging over a large number of molecules.
the other hand, imposing a concentration gradient ove
pore of finite lengthL using the same simulation program f
the collisions as when simulating self-diffusion, yields t
transport diffusivity. Since the molecules move indepe
dently in the Knudsen regime, transport diffusion can be
vestigated by releasing molecules ‘‘one by one’’ from o
end of the pore and studying their motion until they leave
pore. The possible presence of other components~binary or
multicomponent mixtures! is unimportant, since in the Knud
sen regime different species do not interact, by definition
that our results are relevant to mixtures as well. Results
averaged over a sufficient number of molecules, so that
results become time independent: we are studying the tr
port diffusion process in the steady state. When a molec
exits the real pore inlet or outlet, it does not re-enter throu
the other side, but periodic boundary conditions may be
plied to parts of the pore. A crucial point in these transp
simulations is the consideration of the aforementioned~Sec.
II B ! entrance effects near the inlet, i.e., it is necessary
remove molecules that cannot enter deeply into a pore~not
more thanLeq>20dmax

s ). Removing this effect is important
as it eliminates the artificiality of correlations of the motio
with the specific shape of the inlet region, by allowing t
molecules to equilibrate after crossing a few segme
Transport diffusion is therefore considered over the p
stretching out from the equilibration length, e.g., from po
B on until the other pore endC, and with respect to the
imposed concentration gradient over this same piece,CB

20)/(L2Leq) ~see Fig. 2!. In other words, the fraction o
molecules that leave the pore through the far end,C, is cal-
culated with respect to those that have crossed the equil
tion length atB. The transport diffusivity,Dt , is evaluated
using Eq.~4!, which can be expressed as a function of t
transmission probability,f t , i.e., the fraction of equilibrated
molecules that leave the pore on the other side,

Dt5J
~L2Leq!

CB
5 f t

CBū

4
3

~L2Leq!

CB
5 f t

ū~L2Leq!

4
. ~8!

In comparing smooth and rough pores, it suffices to comp
the respective transmission probabilitiesf t , as the other pa-
rameters are the same; the average molecular velocity i
dependent of roughness and given by the kinetic theory
gases,ū5A8RT/pM . Equation ~8! shows that the entire
roughness dependence of the transport diffusivity is inclu
in f t . Knudsen47 showed that for a very long cylindrica
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smooth pore with diameterd, f t54d/3(L2Leq) , so that
Dt5dū/3 , while Clausing30 derived equations for pores of
arbitrary finite lengths. In our simulations, we therefore aim
to verify our analytical prediction that the transmission prob
ability of long pores (L@Leq) is roughness independent.

B. Discussion of the results

A typical example of part of a trajectory in a 2D fracta
pore is shown in Fig. 6~a!. In contrast to the case of a smooth
pore, the relative number of short distances covered by
molecule between two successive collisions increases en
mously when the degree of irregularity is increased. Our ea
lier studies27,28showed that the corresponding distribution o
the individual trajectory segments is a power law within th
~normalized! fractal scaling range@32n,1#, so that the trajec-
tories areLévy flightswith an outer cutoff on the order of the
largest fjord size@Fig. 6~b!#. An important property of sys-
tematic Lévy processes is the fact that they are subordinat
to ordinary Brownian motion: The corresponding probabi

FIG. 6. ~a! Typical example of part of a trajectory in 2D, as calculated b
computer simulations.~b! Histogram of the path lengthl i between two suc-
cessive collisions, for pores with aj5(5/3)3 degree of irregularity~rough-
ness!. The line shows the outer cutoff of the fractal-scaling region. Dashe
line shows the power law behavior asNcol( l ); l 2a anda50.55.
se or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ity density function~PDF! of the stepsx, normalized with
respect to the inner cutoffdmin

s (l j5x•dmin
s ), can be represente

in the form:

p~x!5E
0

` 1

A2pt
expS 2

x2

2t D p~t!dt

5E
0

` 1

A2pt
expS 2

x2

2t D a

t11a/2A2p
expS 2

a2

2t Ddt

5
2(12a)/2

~x21a2!(32a)/2•
a

p
GS 3

2
2

a

2 D , ~9!

wherea is the Lévy distribution index and the variablet is
called the operational time of the process.48 For a51, this
yields the Cauchy distribution. The interpretation of t
above equation is that Le´vy flights can be considered a
stemming from a highly irregular sampling of trajectori
generated by simple diffusion~ordinary random walk!. Here,
the diffusion trajectory~a random walk in a discrete case! is
parameterized by the operational timet ~say, the number of
steps of the random walk!, which itself is a random function
of the physical time. The random processt(t) is a process
with positive increments, and the distribution oft(t) is given
by a Lévy distribution, having a power law tail,p(t)
}t212a/2. Deviations can occur for very long paths, whic
are influenced by the shape of the pore and the detailed s
of the generator, as a result of both inner and outer cu
effects. This is to be contrasted with the case of the smo
pore. For a two-dimensional smooth pore,l j5d̄/cos(uj) and
asp( l j )dl j52 sinuj3cosuj duj , one can write

p~ l j !5
2d̄2

l j
3 . ~10!

The existence of a Le´vy distribution for paths much smalle
than the pore width is a specific consequence of the p
irregularity. These results clearly show that for increasin
rough fractal pores, the average of the path length betw
successive collisions changes from the order of the pore
ameter for a smooth pore to the order of the inner cut
dmin

s , for a very rough, highly irregular pore.22,27,42

The effect of pore surface roughness on self- and tra
port diffusivities is presented as a function of roughness
Fig. 7~a!. For a 3D pore withd̄5dmax

s , there clearly is a large
effect of roughness on self-diffusion: The self-diffusivity d
creases significantly as the roughness factorj increases. On
the other hand, the transport diffusivity does not vary withj
and is therefore independent on roughness in the steady s
These results confirm our analytical predictions and can
explained by considering the conceptual differences betw
these two kinds of diffusivities. Since the residence time d
tribution does not affect the transmission probability, tra
port diffusion is independent on the residence time of in
vidual molecules, so that only the concentration gradi
over the pore and the average pore cross section are im
tant. Figure 7~b! shows the normalized transmission pro
ability f t / f t

0 versus diffusion time~where f t
0 is the steady

state transmission probability through a smooth pore with
same cross-sectional area as the rough pore!. As before, time
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is normalized with respect to the time needed to cros
length equivalent to one pore diameter. Transmission pr
ability increases with time until it converges after a suf
ciently long time. This time is longer for a rough than for
smooth pore. Obviously, the transport diffusivity may on
be estimated at steady state. When the diffusion time is
an issue, whether a molecule stays for a long or a short t
in a pore does not have any effect on the outlet throu
which it leaves the pore. Convergence is slower for a rou
pore, as a result of the same confinement effects that red
the self-diffusivity, but the transmission probability in th
steady state is roughness independent. In a long enough
and under the influence of a moderate concentration grad
the transport diffusivity is therefore not a function of wa
surface irregularity either. The latter is different for se
diffusion, which is aninherentlydirect function of the indi-
vidual molecular trajectories, the total trajectory length
residence time. Trajectory lengths increase with increas
surface irregularity, and depend on molecular size a
shape.21,23,24Roughness only has an effect on self-diffusi
if it leads to trapping in the axial direction. In order to verif
this, we also carried out simulations of diffusion in 3D stru

FIG. 7. ~a! Self- and transport diffusivity as a function of the roughnessj.
The lines show analytical results using a first-passage time approach, w
the points show dynamic Monte Carlo results.~b! The normalized transmis-
sion probabilityf t / f t

0 versus diffusion time;f t
0 is the transmission probabil-

ity through a smooth pore in the steady state (t→`). One unit is the time to
traverse a distancedmin

s equal to the inner cutoff.
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tures with a 2D fractal cross-section perpendicular to
pore axis, but straight in the axial direction~Fig. 8!. This
anisotropicwall roughness does indeed not affect axial d
fusion, as the equal self- and transport diffusion values c
responding to the different fractal generations of the cr
section in Fig. 8 demonstrate. These values were corre
for the volume increase after each generation. Figur
shows that there is no significant difference between s
and transport diffusion when there is no roughness in
direction of diffusion, i.e., thez axis. The latter is again in
agreement with the analytical approach to the roughness
dependence of transport diffusion in Sec. II, since the tra
mission probability through the pore only depends on
projection of all the individual collision vectors on thez axis,
which is the same for a smooth pore. The MC results can
compared to the analytical solutions for self- and transp
diffusion in a random 3D fractal pore on the basis of Eqs.~2!
and ~7!. In the case of self-diffusion,p0 can be calculated
from the ratio of the area~corresponding to the length in 2D!
of a fjord’s opening to the area~length! of its ~unperturbed!
walls. For the Koch pore models considered earlier,p0

51/5 for 3D simulations. Lines in Fig. 7~a! show the ana-
lytical calculations. The agreement between these analy
results and the MC simulations is excellent.

As discussed earlier, constancy of the transport diffus
ity with varying surface roughness is caused from the in
pendence of the transport fluxes on the residence time
individual molecules. An increase in residence time fo
given incoming flux and a constant transmission probabi
should imply that the molecular concentration in the po
space increases with roughness. Particular attention is ne
sary here not to confuse an equilibrium with a nonequil
rium situation. The residence time of molecules increa
when the surface is rougher. This first produces an incre
in molecular concentration inside the pore in a transient s
ation where the molecules are abruptly started being injec
at clock time zero, from one pore end~i.e., the boundary
condition at entranceA is a Heaviside function with step
height C0). The concentration is more localized when t
surface is rougher, especially near the pore inlet, which le
to the aforementioned entrance effect. Therefore, the con
tration increase compensates for the time-delay that is ca
by surface roughness. To analyze and visualize this, we h

FIG. 8. Simulation results of diffusion in a 3D pore with a 2D fract
cross-section but straight along the pore axis~anisotropically rough pores!.
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calculated, at various clock timest, the concentration~or
molecular density! profile inside rough and smooth pore
that connect reservoirs of concentrationsC0 ~left! and 0
~right!. Figure 9~a! shows the density profile for a rough po
~second generation,n52) at different clock times. The
steady state att5t inf was verified. Near the pore inlet,
maximum appears because of the equilibrating entrance
fect. Many molecules do not penetrate deeply into the po
but bounce back into the reservoir on the left, which is ke
at a constant concentrationC0 . This effect is especially pro-
nounced for rough pores, where it leads to a concentra
increase in the entrance zone. Such a zone does not app
a smooth pore@Fig. 9~b!#. A density decay in the pore start
after the equilibrium distance. At long enough times, the d
sity profile converges to a curve, which, for rough pore
peaks in the entrance zones, and then drops linearly to a
value near the outlet. For a smooth pore the drop is lin
throughout the pore from entrance to outlet@Fig. 9~b!#. The
crossing of the entrance zone is harder for a rough pore
for a smooth one, after which the transmission properties
the same. This behavior is very reminiscent of adsorpt
and transport diffusion in microporous solids such as z

FIG. 9. Molecular density profile along a pore.~a! Density profile for a
rough pore@j5(13/9)2# after different clock times (t inf is a long time, when
steady state is reached!. ~b! Comparison of the density profiles in a smoo
and in a rough pore.
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lites, a similarity that will be discussed in the next sectio
The pore diameter has an important effect on the m

nitude of the roughness dependence of self-diffusion. In f
the relevant dimensionless parameter is the ratio of pore
ameter to outer cutoff of the surface irregularity,d̄/dmax

s .
When a molecule diffuses through a pore with a highd̄/dmax

s

value, even with very rough walls in absolute terms, the p
walls act as if they were smooth, so that there is no sign
cant difference with a truly smooth wall, because path s
ments on the order ofd̄ dominate diffusion. The effects o
d̄/dmax

s on the self-diffusivity are presented in Fig. 10~a!. The
effect of roughness on self-diffusivity is less pronounced
pores for which the largest surface indentations are con
erably smaller than the pore diameter, i.e.,d̄/dmax

s is large.28

However, there is a significant roughness dependence
self-diffusion in nanopores with a roughness up to the size
the pores themselves (dmax

s ;d̄), a typical situation in sol–ge
synthesized disordered materials.20

In solids with not too narrow pores, combinations of t
appropriate transport laws appear to predict the overall tra
port behavior very well.49 We focused on Knudsen diffusio
because there should be no significant effect of the rough
morphology on molecular diffusion, since diffusion in th

FIG. 10. Effect of~a! the ratiod̄/dmax
s and ~b! the shape of the pore cros

section on the roughness dependence of the self-diffusivity.
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regime is dominated by intermolecular collisions and the
fore only depends on total cross-section void space and
so much on pore wall effects. For Knudsen flow, while t
cylindrical pore formula derivation is presented in ma
places,18,50,51the effect of a noncircular cross section on t
transport rate is often ignored; nevertheless, the deviat
are often small, as it has been shown that the Knudsen e
tion for flow through circular pores may be used for mo
porous materials with a noncircular pore cross section.21,52In
order to better understand the effect of pore cross sect
pores with cross sections of different polygonal shapes w
constructed. An example was shown in Fig. 5~b! for the first
generation of the fractal generator. Simulations of Knuds
diffusion show similar results to those in pores with a squ
cross section, Fig. 10~b!. The values of the diffusivities are
bit higher in the octagonal pores~the effect of surface rough
ness is slightly less pronounced!, because of the smaller in
ner cutoffdmin

s accessible to the diffusing molecules.
In Sec. III A we introduced fractal generators to co

struct pores of different lacunarity~different p0). Figure 11
presents simulation results of self-diffusion in such por
and compares these to analytical results predicted by Eq~2!
~lines!. Increasingp0 , the self-diffusivity increases, since
molecule on average stays for a shorter time in each fjo

FIG. 11. Simulation results for diffusion in pores of different lacunarity.~a!
Dc>1.89; ~b! p051/5. The lines show analytical results using Eq.~3!.
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By increasing the fractal dimension of the pore, the diffus
ity goes down, as the surface is rougher. These results a
confirm our analytical predictions.

IV. COMPARISON WITH DIFFUSION IN ZEOLITES;
DIFFUSION IN MESOPORES VERSUS MICROPORES

The results can also be qualitatively compared to wha
known for diffusion in crystalline, microporous zeolites~alu-
minosilicates!. The diffusion mechanisms in zeolites an
rough mesoporous materials are different, so the compar
is qualitative at most. In zeolites, molecules are of almost
same size as the pores they are diffusing through, so
diffusion typically consists of activated hops between a
sorption sites. The diffusion of a single adsorbed specie
zeolites can again be characterized by either the self- or
transport diffusivity.32,33 The self-diffusivity at a given con-
centration,Ds(C), measures the displacement of a tagg
molecule as it diffuses at equilibrium inside a crystal of
zeolite where the total adsorbate concentration isC @Eq. ~1!#.
Macroscopic diffusion of a single adsorbed species in z
lites can be characterized by using the transport diffusiv
@Eq. ~4!#. Recognizing that the chemical potential is a mo
appropriate driving force for diffusion than concentratio
the transport diffusivity is rewritten as

Dt~C!5D0~C!S ] ln f

] ln CD . ~11!

Here,f is the fugacity of the bulk phase that is in equilibriu
with the adsorbed phase when the latter has concentratioC,
and D0(C) is called the corrected diffusivity, which is re
lated to the self-diffusivity but is not necessarily identical
it, especially for multicomponent mixtures. The term invol
ing the logarithmic derivative of the fugacity is referred to
the thermodynamic correction factor. Note again that eac
the three diffusivities defined above, self-, transport and c
rected diffusivity, may have other commonly used nam
The self-diffusivity is also known as the tracer diffusivity.33

The transport diffusivity is also referred to as the Ficki
diffusivity,53 the chemical diffusivity,54 or the collective
diffusivity.55 Finally, the corrected diffusivity is also know
as the jump diffusivity.56 Tracer and collective diffusion ar
essentially different, and this difference only disappe
when there are no correlations present in the system. Th
well known for zeolites, where it is a result of correlatio
induced by intermolecular interactions. All diffusivities coin
cide in the limit of very low concentrations, where differe
molecules do not hinder one another.

Although the actual dependence on molecular loading
concentration depends on the chemical details of
molecule–zeolite system, simple lattice models predict t
transport diffusion in a pure Si zeolite (Al/Si50) is indepen-
dent of molecular loading, while self-diffusivity decreas
with loading.57,58 For a better understanding of the simila
ties between what happens in a rough mesoporous mat
and in a zeolite, consider a one-dimensional line w
equivalent sites on which molecules are hopping. Assum
single molecule hopping along this line. If the adsorption
strong, the self-diffusivity decreases, as the motion is slo
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~molecule randomly hops from site to site!. This is like trap-
ping in a fjord in a rough mesopore. The transmission pr
ability, however, is clearly independent of the adsorption
efficient ~or trapping strength!. In this case, only the time
after which the molecule leaves the line is changed, not
overall motion. In short, trapping~from adsorption or rough-
ness! leads to a decrease in self-diffusivity, but not in tran
port diffusivity, when the imposed gradient is expressed
terms of concentrations of the adsorbed species~equal to
species in the pore!. Perhaps the name ‘‘transport diffusiv
ity’’ is a misnomer as only the self-diffusivity characterize
the truly diffusive behavior, but the name has stuck, es
cially as a way to interpret transport data from a membra
or as a proportionality factor in Fick’s law.

It is interesting to consider how the ideas emerging fro
the discussion above may apply to several aspects of mol
lar transport in nanoporous materials. For the diffusion
molecules in mesoporous materials such as MCM-41,
expect that the open nature of the pores in these mate
will offer a favorable environment for the transfer of mo
mentum between adsorbates.59 Reyeset al.60 provided a phe-
nomenological description of diffusion in porous solids.
their description, molecules within a zeolite crystal on
move in an adsorbed state so that surface diffusion is
only mode of transport@Eq. ~11!#, unlike the case of meso
porous materials in which the possibility of a dual transp
mechanism involving gas and surface diffusions is w
documented. The steric effects that cause a rapid decrea
self-diffusivities as a function of loading in micropores,61,62

also exist in rough amorphous mesoporous materials, as
have just demonstrated. It is suggested that whenever t
ping occurs in microporous or mesoporous materials, s
diffusivities will rapidly decrease with pore loading, bu
transport ~collective! diffusivities will be a much weaker
function of pore loading.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, both our simulations and analytical calc
lations show that surface roughness can affect self-diffusi
of gas molecules in the Knudsen regime. This is particula
so when the pores are~fractally! rough and perturbed on th
same scale as the local pore diameter. The latter is the
for many sol–gel based catalysts and supports. On the o
hand, our simulations as well as our mathematical analysi
the molecular trajectories in smooth and rough pores sho
the independence of transport diffusivity on surface rou
ness. This results from the fact that the projection of
molecular trajectory pathway in a pore with a rough surfa
is equivalent to that in a pore with a smooth surface when
molecule performs surface jumps around regions on the
der of the diameter of the fjord inlet size. These jum
quickly decorrelate, hence the transmission probability
roughness independent. Calculations were performed
pore structures with different cross sections, fractal dim
sions and lacunarity. All simulation results are in good agr
ment with analytical calculations. The self-diffusivity is th
more fundamental diffusivity, expressing how the position
a molecule changes with time as a result of its random m
tions, influenced by its environment. The total trajecto
se or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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length is influenced by this environment; a rougher surf
corresponds to more molecular traps along the surface
leads to a decrease in self-diffusivity, whereas transport
fusion or transmission probability are unaffected by the pr
ence of these traps.
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